S-1 L 1 -regularized logistic regression
Given an enzyme i with n i amino acid residues, we denote by x x x (i) j the d-dimensional vector of residue-specific features at site j, j = 1, . . . , n i , by X X X (i) the d × n matrix of all such features, and by z (i) j ∈ {+1, −1} the catalytic label of residue j (whether the residue is catalytic or not). We denote the set of structural neighborhood features by a dN × n matrix Y Y Y (i) . Here N refers to the number of structural neighbors of each residue. We pick the ten residues closest to residue j to form the set of structural neighbors (the distance d j,k between two residues is defined as the minimum of the distance among all pairs of atoms).
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We model the conditional distribution of the random variable Z The model has parameters (b, w w w 1 , w w w 2 ); b is the intercept term which controls the tradeoff between false positives and false negatives, w w w 1 controls the weights of the residue features while w w w 2 controls the weights of the features from the structural neighbors. Given a training set of enzymes and their catalytic residue annotations, we can estimate the parameters (b, w w w 1 , w w w 2 ). To encode a preference for a "sparse" parameter vector, we adopt a regularized maximum likelihood approach in which we maximize the sum of the likelihood and an L 1 penalty term: where w w w = (w w w 1 , w w w 2 ) and where w w w 1 = k |w k | is the L 1 norm. The non-negative regularization parameter λ controls the sparsity of the estimate of w w w; larger values of λ lead to estimates with increasing numbers of zero components. We chose the value of λ by a cross-validation procedure. The optimization problem is solved using an interior point method as implemented in Koh et al. (2007) . Enforcing sparsity on the parameter vector using L 1 -regularization not only leads to a more interpretable fitted parameter vector; it also helps to prevent overfitting. The problem of overfitting, which is well known in statistics (Hastie et al., 2001) , is as follows: when a statistical model contains a large number of parameters relative to the size of the training set, the model tends to fit the noise in the training data, leading to high accuracy on the training set but poor performance on novel data. Regularization imposes a constraint on the parameter space (e.g., by limiting the size of the parameters as measured by the L 1 norm) reducing the "effective degrees of freedom" of the model and forcing the model to generalize more effectively.
S-2 Features evaluated for catalytic residue prediction
The Discern logistic regression predictor is based on a feature vector having 528 component features. See Table S -5.
S-2.1 Sequence conservation features
Sequence conservation has been observed to be the most important feature for catalytic residue prediction (Gutteridge et al., 2003; Youn et al., 2007) . We tested three sequence conservation scores. The first, GLOBAL-JS, is the JensenShannon divergence (Lin and Wong, 1990) between the amino acid distribution at a column and a background distribution (with prior weight = 0.5 as in Capra and Singh (2007) ). The other two sequence conservation scores tested make explicit use of the phylogenetic tree topology using the INTREPID algorithm (Sankararaman and Sjölander, 2008) . INTREPID has been shown to be sensitive for catalytic residue prediction in general and in particular is able to exploit the information in large divergent families. The two variants used the Jensen-Shannon divergence (INTREPID-JS) and the log frequency of the modal amino acid (INTREPID-LO). Further, the INTREPID scores can be efficiently computed, even for large protein families. The average running time of INTREPID on the CATRES-FAM datasets was 65s. See (Sankararaman and Sjölander, 2008) for details of these scoring functions.
S-2.2 Amino acid properties
Amino acids have varying catalytic propensities. We use the 20 amino acids as separate features and also classify the amino acid into one of three categories-charged (D,E,H,K,R), polar (Q,T,S,N,C,Y) or hydrophobic (A,F,G,I,L,M,P,V,W). We used the classification described in Bartlett et al. (2002) with one modification. Tryptophan is included among the class of polar residues in Bartlett et al. (2002) but among hydrophobic residues by others (Eisenberg et al., 1982) ; we use the latter classification.
S-2.3 Structure-based features
For each residue, we compute the residue centrality, the B-factor, solvent accessibility, presence in a cleft and secondary structure as follows. We compute the B-factor, a measure of thermal motion for each residue, as the average of the B-factors of all its atoms (derived directly from its PDB file). We compute a measure of centrality for each residue j as the inverse of the average distance from a residue to all other residues in the enzyme; i.e.,
where n is the number of residues in the structure and d(k, j) is the distance from j to k along the contact map. A residue that is located in the center of the protein has smaller average distance to all other residues and hence a high centrality measure. We use the 7-state secondary structure representation output by DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) . The area of a residue accessible to solvent is obtained from NACCESS (Hubbard and Thornton, 1993) . We use LigSite csc (Huang and Schroeder, 2006) to detect the presence of a residue in one of the three largest pockets in the enzyme.
S-3 Details on the computational pipeline S-3.1 Homolog selection and alignment
For each of the four datasets used in these experiments, PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) was run for four iterations against the UniProt database (Apweiler et al., 2004) with an E-value inclusion threshold of 1 × 10 −4 from which a maximum of 1000 homologs were retrieved. A multiple sequence alignment (MSA) was estimated using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) with MAXITERS set to 2, followed by removing identical sequences and deleting columns in which the seed had a gap.
For CATRES-SF, the set of alignments built contain a minimum of 32 sequences, a maximum of 1033 sequences, and a median of 839 sequences. The average percent identity between the seed sequence and homologs in the alignments varies from 6.42% to 31.14% with a median of 15.22%. Percent identity was computed as the fraction of the alignment columns that have identical characters in the sequence and the seed (i.e., the number of identical columns divided by the number of amino acids in the seed). The low percent identity is partly attributed to the inclusion of many sequences with local alignments in the MSA.
S-3.2 Tree construction
A neighbor-joining tree was built from this alignment using the PROTDIST and NEIGHBOR programs in the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 1993) . The programs were run with default parameters. We used midpoint rooting (placing the root at the midpoint of the longest span in the tree).
S-4 Experiments

S-4.1 Benchmark datasets
We used four datasets in these experiments, two (CSA-FAM and CSA-Fischer) derived from the manually curated section of the Catalytic Site Atlas (CSA) (Porter et al., 2004) and two (CATRES-FAM and CATRES-SF) derived from the CATRES (Bartlett et al., 2002) resource. We developed these different datasets to allow comparisons between Discern and other methods, and used the Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) (Murzin et al., 1995) to filter datasets at different levels of homology.
SCOP is a hierarchical classification of protein domains based on their structural, functional and sequence similarities. Domains in different SCOP folds are unrelated; domains in the same fold but different superfamilies have an uncertain relationship (i.e., although their topologies are similar, there is no other evidence to support homology); domains in the same superfamily are deemed homologous; domains in the same family have very similar functions and structures. The suffix "-FAM" indicates datasets filtered to remove redundancy at the SCOP family level, while the suffix "-SF" indicates datasets filtered at the SCOP superfamily level. Datasets filtered more stringently are naturally more challenging than datasets that include more closely related sequences (i.e., the SCOP superfamily-level datasets are harder than the family-level datasets). In the main text, we described experiments on CATRES-FAM and CSAFischer. Additional experiments reported in these Supplementary Materials describe experiments on CATRES-SF and CSA-FAM.
CATRES-FAM consists of 140 enzymes from the CATRES dataset. The CATRES dataset consists of enzymes with PDB structures with catalytic site information assigned from the literature. Subsets of this dataset have been used by previous methods for catalytic residue prediction (Gutteridge et al., 2003; Tong et al., 2008) . The original CATRES dataset contains 178 enzymes. We discarded 26 enzymes as unusable in these experiments for various reasons: 21 enzymes presented problems for one or more of our feature extraction programs (18 had catalytic sites spanning multiple sub-units, and three enzymes had non-numeric PDB residue identifiers), one of the enzymes had no annotated catalytic residues, one had only one detectable homolog using PSI-BLAST, MUSCLE crashed on another, and two NMR structures were also discarded as unusable by the structure-based methods. The resulting set of enzymes was made non-redundant at the SCOP family level by removing an additional 12 enzymes. The resulting dataset contains a total of 472 catalytic residues out of a total of 49,180 residues with a median of three catalytic residues per enzyme.
CATRES-SF consists of 121 enzymes from CATRES made non-redundant at the SCOP superfamily level (i.e., no pair of enzymes belongs to the same SCOP superfamily). This dataset is thus filtered at a more stringent level than CATRES-FAM, presenting a greater challenge to statistical models using this dataset in cross-validation.
CSA-FAM contains 94 enzymes chosen from CSA such that (i) no pair contained domains in the same SCOP family, (ii) no pair had detectable sequence homology (enforced by a BLAST E-value >1), and (iii) each of the sequences had pre-computed results in the Baylor College of Medicine Evolutionary Trace server. (The last requirement was designed to enable a direct comparison with Evolutionary Trace without putting undue load on their servers.)
CSA-Fischer consists of 423 enzymes from the CSA selected by Fischer and colleagues to benchmark FRcons (Fischer et al., 2008) , and used in these experiments to evaluate Discern relative to FRcons. We used the same protocol established by Fischer et al. in performing two-fold cross-validation, and ensuring that no domains from the same SCOP superfamily were found in both the training and test sets for either partition.
S-4.2 Performance measurements
We measure the precision and the recall on the test set where: Precision = T P T P +F P , Recall = T P T P +F N , a true positive (TP) is a residue included in the benchmark dataset that is predicted as catalytic, a false positive (FP) is a residue not listed in the benchmark that is predicted as catalytic, and a false negative (FN) is a catalytic residue in the benchmark which has been missed by a method. The precision-recall curves were averaged over all the cross-validation folds using the code from (Davis and Goadrich, 2006) . S-4.2.1 A note on cross-validation k-fold cross-validation is a procedure to evaluate the accuracy of a predictor. The data is partitioned into k equalsized subsets. In each fold, one partition is chosen as the test data and the rest of the data forms the training data; e.g., in 10-fold cross-validation, 9/10 th of the data would be used to estimate the model parameters, and then tested on the reserved 1/10 th of the data. In the next fold, a different 1/10 th is used to test. The accuracy of the predictor, as measured on the test dataset, is averaged over the folds to obtain a final estimate of the accuracy.
To assess the performance of Discern, we performed k-fold cross validation over the enzymes in each benchmark dataset. We used k=2 for CSA-Fischer (to allow a direct comparison with Fischer et al.) , and k=10 for each of the other datasets.
Note that in cross-validation, the characteristics of the dataset can have a major impact on the performance. In particular, the presence of homologs in the dataset can lead to an increase in the apparent accuracy (i.e., an overestimate of the expected accuracy of the method when applied to novel data) when these homologs occur in both the training and the test set (see a discussion of this issue in (Youn et al., 2007) ). This is the reasoning behind Fischer et al.'s ensuring that no enzymes from the same SCOP superfamily were found across both sides of the crossvalidation fold. We also observe a similar decrease in accuracy on the CATRES-SF dataset (non-redundant at the SCOP superfamily level) relative to CATRES-FAM (non-redundant at the SCOP family level). The L 1 -regularization parameter was estimated by a similar cross-validation within the training set in each fold of the cross-validation.
S-4.3 ConSurf
The ConSurf-DB database of pre-computed results (http://consurfdb.tau.ac.il) was used to obtain results on the CATRES sequences while the ConSurf web server at Tel Aviv University (http://consurf.tau.ac.il) was used to obtain the results on CSA-FAM.
S-4.4 Evolutionary Trace
Evolutionary Trace results were obtained from the pre-computed results of the Evolutionary Trace server at the Baylor College of Medicine (http://mammoth.bcm.tmc.edu/report maker).
S-4.5 INTREPID
INTREPID results were obtained using the alignments gathered for each dataset (as described in the main text Materials and Methods), using the algorithm described in Sankararaman and Sjölander (2008) .
S-4.6 FRcons
The FRcons method (Fischer et al., 2008) uses sequence information only to predict functional residues, but predicts structural features to boost prediction accuracy. FRcons uses a Bayesian network to estimate the probability that a position is functional given its amino acid frequency distribution, conservation score, predicted relative solvent accessibility, and predicted helix and extended sheet propensities. Fischer et al. evaluated their method on two tasks: catalytic residue prediction and ligand-binding residue prediction. To benchmark FRcons accuracy at catalytic residue prediction, they used two-fold cross-validation on a dataset of 423 SCOP family domains from the CSA, ensuring that no domains from the same SCOP superfamily appeared in both training and test data. Fischer et al. showed a performance of roughly 50% recall at 18.5% precision and 57% recall at 14% precision, i.e., approaching the accuracy of methods that use actual information from both sequence and structure. For comparisons between Discern and FRcons, we obtained raw scores from Fischer and colleagues in producing the Precision-Recall curves.
S-4.7 Youn et al.
Youn and colleagues (Youn et al., 2007) used a Support Vector Machine (SVM) approach, including features such as amino acid residue type, sequence conservation, the structural environment of each residue represented by 4 shells of thickness 1.875Å, each consisting of 264 atom-based descriptors (Bagley and Altman, 1995) , and a structural conservation obtained by comparing the structural environment at each residue. They reported their performance using 10-fold cross-validation on three datasets of enzymes with solved structures from ASTRAL 40v1.65 (Chandonia et al., 2004) , filtered to remove redundancy at the SCOP fold, superfamily and family levels respectively. Their dataset contained a total of 987 protein domains, classified into 396 families, 236 superfamilies and 189 folds. Youn et al. reported a recall of 57.02% at a precision of 18.51% on the family-level dataset, a recall of 53.93% at a precision of 16.90% on the superfamily-level dataset, and a recall of 51.11% at a precision of 17.13% on the fold-level dataset.
S-4.8 Gutteridge et al.
Gutteridge and colleagues (Gutteridge et al., 2003) used a neural network for catalytic residue prediction based on amino acid residue type, sequence conservation features and structural features such as presence in a pocket, B-factor and solvent accessibility. Each residue was classified using the above features computed at the residue alone; i.e., features computed at the structural neighbors were not considered for prediction. The neural network was evaluated by 10-fold cross-validation on 159 enzymes from the CATRES dataset, on which they reported a recall of 56% at a precision of 14%.
S-5 Results
Results on CATRES-FAM and CSA-Fischer are reported in the main text. In this section, we report results on the two other datasets: CATRES-SF and CSA-FAM.
S-5.1 Discern performance on CATRES-SF
CATRES-SF was designed to be similar to the Youn et al. superfamily-level dataset, and presents a greater challenge to prediction methods than CATRES-FAM due to the more stringent level of homology filtering. At a precision of 17%, Discern attains a recall of 65% on CATRES-SF, while Youn et al. report a recall of 53.9% at 16.9% precision on their superfamily-level dataset (i.e., Discern attains an improvement of 11% at the same level of precision relative to Youn et al.) .
S-5.2 Discern performance on CSA-FAM
The CSA-FAM dataset was designed to enable a direct comparison with Evolutionary Trace (ET) using pre-calculated results from the Baylor College of Medicine ET server (Mihalek et al., 2004) . On this dataset, Discern achieves a recall of 75% at 18.5% precision (full precision-recall results are available in figure S-4) . We also compared Discern against INTREPID (Sankararaman and Sjölander, 2008) , ConSurf, Youn et al., Gutteridge et al., and a control method, trained identically to Discern but which does not make use of INTREPID phylogenomic conservation scores or features computed from structural neighbors, and without the use of L 1 -regularization to enforce model sparsity (see Section S-5.3 for additional details). Results for INTREPID, ConSurf and Evolutionary Trace are on the same enzymes. For comparison against Youn et al., we include the reported performance of their method on their SCOP family-level dataset (i.e., similar to CSA-FAM), on which they report 57.02% recall at 18.5% precision. We also include results from Gutteridge et al. on the CATRES dataset on which they report a recall of 56% at 14% precision.
Figure S-4 shows that Discern attains an improvement in recall over all methods on this dataset. At the same level of precision, Discern has 23% greater recall relative to Youn et al., and 21% greater recall relative to the control. Relative to Gutteridge et al., Discern shows 19% greater recall and 4.5% greater precision.
S-5.3 Controlled experiments to test the effect of including phylogenomic conservation score, features computed for structural neighbors, and L 1 -regularization
The accuracy of the Discern predictor depends critically on the inclusion of discriminative features while avoiding model overfitting. To assess the relative contribution of different features we tested the predictive power of statistical models trained identically to Discern but withholding certain features. Performance was assessed on the CATRES-FAM dataset using 10-fold cross validation. Table 1 gives details on individual models and Figure S-6 shows full precision-recall curves on the CATRES-FAM dataset. For direct comparison with published results of other methods, we refer in this section to the recall of each method at 18% precision, and to the precision of each method at 50% recall. Method 0, our control, is an unregularized logistic regression with no features from structural neighbors and no phylogenomic conservation scores (i.e., it uses only GLOBAL-JS, a measure of the family-wide conservation). The control is designed to be similar to methods that exploit information from both sequence and structure but do not use features computed at structural neighbors, do not exploit the phylogenetic information and do not use L 1 -regularization to enforce sparsity. The control attains a recall of 48% at 18% precision on the CATRES-FAM dataset.
Method 1 expands on the control through the inclusion of INTREPID phylogenomic conservation scores, achieving a recall of 55% at 18% precision, corresponding to an increase of 7% in recall relative to the control.
Method 2 expands on Method 1 through the inclusion of features computed at structural neighbors but does not include L 1 -regularization. Method 2 attains a recall of 41% at a precision of 18%. We see that naively including features from structural neighbors leads to a decrease in performance (reducing recall by 14%), suggestive of model overfitting.
Discern expands on Method 2, but also includes L 1 -regularization to enforce sparsity. This yields a recall of 69% at 18% precision, corresponding to a 28% improvement in recall relative to Method 2. Relative to the control and Method 1, Discern has 21% and 14% greater recall respectively.
Proceeding from the control to Discern also shows a dramatic reduction in false positive predictions (residues predicted as catalytic which are not listed in the CATRES dataset). Measuring precision (the fraction of predicted residues that are actually catalytic) at the point where half of the catalytic residues have been detected (i.e., a recall of 50%) shows that the control has precision of 17.0% while Discern has 27.3% precision. In other words, Discern effectively reduces the ratio of false positives to true positives from 4.1 to 2.8.
S-6 Case Studies
S-6.1 Escherichia coli Asparagine Synthetase (PDB id:12as, E.C. number: 6.3.1.1) L-Asparagine synthetase catalyzes the conversion of L-aspartic acid and ammonia to L-asparagine in the presence of a magnesium ion while hydrolyzing ATP to AMP and pyrophosphate (Meister, 1974) . L-Asparagine synthetase from Escherichia coli has three catalytic residues identified in the CATRES dataset-D46, R100 and Q116 (Nakatsu et al., 1998) .
Figure S-11 presents Discern predictions at the point where all the catalytic residues listed in CATRES were selected, based on model parameters derived when 12as was in the test set of the cross-validation (i.e., not used in training). The number of residues selected by Discern is thus equal to the worst rank (16) it gives to a catalytic residue listed in CATRES.
We separately examined the 20 top-ranked residues for Discern (see Table S -1 in Supplementary Materials). In addition to the three CATRES-selected catalytic residues, Discern identifies seven residues (K77, E120, D219, D235, E248, S251, and R255) which have been shown or inferred to play functional roles (Nakatsu et al., 1998) . Of the ten remaining residues, many are found in clusters with residues that have been functionally characterized. These form three sequence motifs that are proximal in structure but separate in primary sequence. Motif 1 includes H71, K75 and K77. Of these, K77 has been proposed, based on homology with the catalytic domain of yeast class II aspartyl-tRNA synthetase, to interact with the β-carboxylate group of L-aspartic acid (Nakatsu et al., 1998) . Motif 2 includes D115, Q116, D118, W119 and E120; all lie on a single beta strand that lines the active site cleft (referred to as β-6). Of these, Q116 is included in CATRES, and E120 has been proposed to interact with the β-carboxylate group of L-aspartic acid (Nakatsu et al., 1998) . Motif 3 includes R214, Y218, D219 and D220. Of these, the side chain carboxyl group of D219 has been observed to interact with the amino group of the L-asparagine through a water molecule (Nakatsu et al., 1998) .
S-7 Conditional Random Field for catalytic residue prediction
The logistic regression model in Discern exploits the structural context by combining features from the structural neighbors but still makes independent predictions of the catalytic label at each residue. In this section, we describe an alternate model based on the framework of Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001) . CRFs allow us to capture contextual information by coupling the labels of the structural neighbors and making a joint prediction across all the residues. In principle CRFs can capture more complex dependencies than a model that treats each residue independently. A dependency of the form structurally proximal residues X and Y tend to be in the same cleft if they are both catalytic is one example since it is a function of the features and the residue labels (which need to be inferred).
We define a CRF for the catalytic residue prediction problem as follows:
log Pr(z z z (i) |X X X (i) , b, w w w 1 , w w w 2 , w w w 3 ) = w w w ′ φ(z z z, X X X (i) ) − Z (i) (b, w w w 1 , w w w 2 , w w w 3 )
where w w w = (b, w w w 1 , w w w 2 , w w w 3 ) and Z (i) (b, w w w 1 , w w w 2 , w w w 3 ) = log z z z exp w w w ′ φ(z z z, X X X (i) ) is the log normalizer. Here, in addition to the features used in the logistic regression model, we have extra interaction features ψ to capture dependencies between the labels of two neighboring catalytic residues z j , z k . Setting w w w 3 to zero in Equation S-3 results in the logistic regression model discussed earlier.
To predict the labels of all the residues jointly, we would like to obtain the labeling z z z (i) * with highest posterior probability.
z z z (i) * = arg max z z z log Pr(z z z|X X X (i) , b, w w w 1 , w w w 2 , w w w 3 ).
(S-4)
The configuration z z z (i) * can be computed efficiently provided the interaction features ψ are chosen carefully. We use a maximum margin approach to estimate the parameters w w w.
S-7.1 Maximum Margin Parameter Estimation for the CRF
For general interaction features ψ, the problem of computing the maximum a posteriori (MAP) configuration z * of the CRF described in Equation S-2 is NP-hard (Boykov et al., 2001) . Efficient algorithms based on graph cuts exist for computing z * when the interaction features are sub-modular; i.e., ψ(0, 0, x)+ψ(1, 1, x) ≥ ψ(0, 1, x)+ψ(1, 0, x) (Boykov et al., 2001; Kolmogorov and Zabih, 2002; Boykov and Kolmogorov, 2004) . We therefore restrict the model to submodular interaction features ψ which take values in {0, 1}-this restriction allows us to estimate the parameters w w w that respect the sub-modularity constraint for all inputs. We use a maximum margin approach to estimate the parameters w w w of the CRF. The maximum margin framework leads to the following optimization problem min w w w 1 2 w w w
The first constraint requires the model to give the highest score to the true labeling z z z (i) . All other labelings are assigned scores lower than the score for the true labeling; the difference in the scores depends on a cost function L(z z z (i) , z z z). We use the Hamming distance as the cost function-a labeling that is very different from the true labeling should be assigned a lower score than one that is more similar. To handle nonlinearly separable data, we introduce the non-negative slack variables ξ i , i = 1 . . . , m. The final constraint ensures that the fitted model has no non-submodular interaction features so that z * can be efficiently computed. We can replace the first constraint with the equivalent
The Hamming distance loss does not affect any of the interaction features so thatẑ ẑ z (i) can be computed efficiently. The original optimization problem now reduces to min w w w 1 2 w w w
This is a convex program with a non-differentiable objective function which we solve using a subgradient method. In practice, we use the L 1 -regularized logistic regression to estimate the parameters (b, w w w 1 , w w w 2 ), discard the zero weights and only estimate the interaction parameter vectors (w w w 2 , w w w 3 ).
S-7.2 Features used in the CRF
In addition to the features used in the logistic regression, we compute three additional feature functions for the CRF (described by the ψ terms in Equation S-2). Each of these feature functions operates on pairs of neighboring residues; i.e., a pair is predicted as catalytic if they share one of these features: charged, polar or conserved. (Recall that z j = 1 if residue j is predicted catalytic.) The first two feature functions couple two neighboring residues if they are both polar or both charged. The last feature function couples two neighboring residues that are both highly conserved (the INTREPID scores are normalized to have zero mean and unit variance for each enzyme).
S-7.3 Comparison of CRF to Discern
We see from Table S-3 that the CRF has very similar accuracies to Discern with no change in recall on the CATRES-FAM dataset. The extra structural features used in the CRF attained low weights with the highest weight (0.122) being assigned to the feature that enforces agreement between two structural neighbors if each appears conserved. This is likely a result of the small number of catalytic sites observed in the dataset so that the new features introduced by the CRF do not capture any dependencies in addition to those captured at the feature level by the logistic regression model.
S-8 Discussion
In the main text, we presented the Discern predictor and reported its performance on the CATRES-FAM and CSA-Fischer datasets. We showed that Discern has superior accuracy relative to other methods using information from sequence and structure, and also (as expected) to methods that are restricted to evolutionary conservation signal only.
In these Supplementary Materials, we show that Discern retains its improved performance relative to other methods on a dataset of enzymes made non-redundant at the superfamily level (CATRES-SF). Results on CATRES-SF also highlight the decrease in accuracy for all methods as datasets are filtered at increasing levels of stringency. For instance, at a precision of 17%, Discern attains a recall of 70% on CATRES-FAM (filtered to remove homologs from the same SCOP family, but retaining superfamily members) but a recall of 65% on CATRES-SF (filtered to remove both SCOP family and superfamily members).
We separately evaluated the contribution of individual elements to the accuracy of Discern and demonstrated the importance of controlling model complexity using L 1 -regularization. Paradoxically, the inclusion of many features is intended to improve a predictor's accuracy, but can reduce its ability to generalize to recognize novel data. This problem is called model overfitting, and often arises when the ratio of model parameters to training data is large (Hastie et al., 2001) . Thus, while Youn and colleagues improved significantly upon the state-of-the-art in catalytic site prediction by including information from structural neighbors (Youn et al., 2007) , the additional model complexity may have reduced its ability to generalize successfully. We also built a model in which the features from the structural neighbors were averaged as a function of their distance. This model attained accuracies similar to Discern (data not shown).
We considered an extension to logistic regression, based on the framework of Conditional Random Fields (CRF). CRF methods go beyond a simple logistic regression to allow the coupling of catalytic labels for different residues, enabling us to capture more complex dependencies and to make a joint prediction of the residue labels. In practice, we find that the accuracy of the CRF is virtually indistinguishable from Discern.
The data used in these experiments-i.e., the multiple sequence alignments, phylogenetic trees and PDB files-are available for download from our website (http://phylogenomics.berkeley.edu/discern/supplement.html). ) and for the remaining residues (negatives). These scores were predicted for each residue in the enzymes belonging to the CATRES-FAM dataset. The scores were predicted when each enzyme was present in a test set during the cross-validation. Catalytic residues tend to have higher scores than the remaining residues. Discern achieves a recall (the fraction of catalytic residues identified) of 65% at 17% precision (the fraction of predicted catalytic residues that are actually catalytic) on this dataset. Youn et al. results shown are from their reported performance on their SCOP superfamily-level dataset (i.e., similar in composition to CATRES-SF) on which they report a recall of 53.93% at a precision of 16.90%. Gutteridge et al. results are from their reported performance on the CATRES dataset, which includes sequences from the same SCOP family (i.e., an easier dataset), on which they report 56% recall at 14% precision. These results show that Discern attains an improvement in recall of 11% over Youn et al. superfamily-level results at the same precision, an improvement in recall of 16% over Gutteridge et al. results at 14% precision, and an improvement of 34% over INTREPID at 18% precision. ConSurf does not reach 18% precision on this dataset. are from their reported performance on a dataset containing single representatives from SCOP families, for which they report 57.02% recall at 18.5% precision. Gutteridge et al. results are from their reported performance on the CATRES dataset, which includes sequences from the same SCOP family, on which they report 56% recall at 14% precision. ResBoost results are shown on this dataset for the range of recall values reported in (Alterovitz et al., 2009) . The control was trained identically to Discern but did not make use of INTREPID scoring functions or structural neighbors, and did not use L 1 -regularization to enforce model sparsity (see Section S-5.3 and main text, Table 1 ). These results show that Discern attains an improvement in recall of 23% over the Youn et al. family-level results (achieving a recall of 75% at 18.5% precision relative to a recall of 57.02% reported by Youn et al. at the same precision), an improvement in recall of 26% over the Gutteridge et al. results at 14% precision, and an improvement of 39% over INTREPID at 18% precision. Discern also shows an improvement of 21% over the control at a precision of 18%. Figure S-6: Precision-Recall curves comparing different logistic regression predictors on the CATRES-FAM dataset. Left: Full Precision-recall curves, comparing Discern against logistic regressions trained using strict subsets of the Discern model. Right: Precision-recall curves for the high precision region (note that the axes are drawn to different scales). We evaluated several logistic regressions, varying the inclusion of features for structural neighbors and phylogenomic conservation scores from INTREPID and the use of L 1 -regularization to control model complexity and prevent overfitting. The control uses non-phylogenetic conservation scores, while other methods use INTREPID. Discern is more accurate than the other variants over the range of recalls, except between a recall of 0.05 and 0.1 where Method 2 is most accurate. Further, since the control has very similar accuracies to Youn et al. and Gutteridge et al. (as shown in the main text), the improvement of Discern over these methods is significant and is unlikely to be an artifact of the dataset. See Section S-5.3 in this Supplementary Materials, and Table 1 in the main text for details on each variant and a comparison at fixed points of precision and recall. (PDB id:12as) . The three catalytic residues listed in CATRES (D46, R100 and Q116) are marked with *. Residues with a proposed functional role that are not listed in CATRES are marked with † . Discern detects all three catalytic residues in these top 20, INTREPID detects one, and ConSurf detects two of the three. Residues among these top 20 that are also described as functional in the literature but are not listed in CATRES include P35, K77, E120, D219, D235, E248, S251, R255, and I295. Of these 10 residues, seven are found among the top 20 for Discern, one is found by INTREPID and two are found by ConSurf. See Figure S -8 for the Discern predictions plotted onto the structure of asparagine synthetase. Figure S-10 shows an MSA for 12as and homologs. Refer to Section S-6.1 for a detailed analysis of these predictions.
Figure S-7: Features selected by Discern. Shown here are weighted features based on fitting the Discern logistic regression to the entire CATRES-FAM dataset and displaying the features with the largest weights. Positive weights indicate positive correlation with putative catalytic residues; negative weights imply negative correlation. The magnitude of the weight is indicative of a feature's relative importance. Left: Features computed at the residue of interest. For features at the central residue, only 17 had non-zero weights. The feature with the largest weight (-1.289) is hydrophobicity; the negative weight is consistent with the observation that hydrophobic residues are rarely catalytic. The next highest-ranked feature is residue centrality with a weight of 1.018; high values for this feature indicate that a residue is located in the core of the enzyme 3D structure. INTREPID-LO, and INTREPID-JS, information-theoretic measures of the evolutionary conservation of a residue, jointly have a weight of 1.018, the same weight as centrality. Residue charge comes next with a weight of 0.854, followed by presence of a cysteine (0.470). Relative solvent accessibility, a measure of the fraction of a residue exposed to solvent averaged over all the atoms (RSA(All)) and over the side-chain atoms (RSA(Side-chain)), comes next with weights of 0.310 and 0.246 respectively. Right: Features summed over residues that are nearby in the 3D structure. The top 25 features with largest absolute weights are displayed. The feature with consistently large weights are the evolutionary conservation scores (INTREPID-LO and GLOBAL-JS). INTREPID-LO and GLOBAL-JS (a measure of sequence conservation across the family that does not use the phylogenetic tree) have a combined total weight of 1.255. The feature with the next largest weight (1.031) is the presence of a neighboring histidine. Two features with significant weights for residues in the structural neighborhood were negatively correlated with catalycity: presence of leucine (-0.742), glutamate (-0.595), and isoleucine (-0.508) and polar absolute solvent accessibility (ASA(polar)) (-0.483), i.e., solvent accessibility computed over all oxygens and nitrogens in the sidechain. ASA has large values for amino acids with large absolute surface areas, whereas RSA is normalized by the total surface area in the sidechain. Thus glycine could presumably have a large RSA under some circumstances, but will not have large ASA. The negative correlation of ASA at neighboring positions was unexpected; we hypothesize that this may be due to the function of a catalytic residue being inhibited by the presence of a nearby sidechain protruding into the cleft. The presence of a beta-bridge in the vicinity is indicative of a catalytic residue while an alpha-helix is negatively correlated. Note that the feature weights are summed over the structural neighbors. Green, yellow and orange indicate residues in motifs 1 (H71, K75 and K77), 2 (D115, Q116, D118, W119 and E120), and 3 (R214, Y218, D219, and D220) respectively. Other predicted residues are shown in blue. Also shown are the AMP and L-asparagine molecules. Right: Discern predictions shown in space-fill representation. See Table S-4 for a list of these residues.
Figure S-9: Tree and alignment of the homologs for Escherichia coli Asparagine Synthetase (PDB id:12as). The seed sequence is indicated by an arrow. A neighbor-joining tree and multiple sequence alignment were derived by making the original alignment non-redundant at 70% identity relative to the seed. The positions in the seed sequence correspond to the residue number in PDB minus 3, e.g., the arginine at position 97 corresponds to R100 in the PDB record. R100 is marked with a star because it is listed as catalytic in CATRES. Note that not all sequences contain an arginine at this position. Positions in motif 2 (D115, Q116, D118, W119 and E120) have been boxed. The branch lengths of Q4A671 MYCS5 and Q14QG3 SPICI have been truncated from their original lengths of 1.089 and 1.181 respectively to a value of 0.5 for better visualization. The predictions from all methods are shown at a recall of 100%; i.e., when all the catalytic residues listed in CATRES have been selected. Discern predicts the three catalytic residues listed in CATRES (D46, R100, and Q116) and 13 additional residues (R214, D115, Y218, D219, D118, E120, H71, K75, K77, R78, D235, E248 and R255) of which seven have been proposed to play functional roles on the basis of structural studies Nakatsu et al. (1998) . In contrast, INTREPID, ConSurf and ET require a total of 33, 44, and 50 residues respectively to achieve perfect recall. Note that the catalytic residues predicted by the methods are sometimes visually obscured by the false positives. See Table S -1 in for more details on these predictions.
Figure S-12: Discern predictions on Bovine α-Chymotrypsin (PDB id:1acb). Red indicates the catalytic residues (H57, D102, S195, G193). Fuchsia indicates Y228. Blue indicates all the other Discern predictions (D194, C191, C42, C58, Q30, C220, S214, G197, H40 and G196). Left: The top 15 Discern predictions. Discern predicts the catalytic triad H57, D102, and S195, with ranks 6, 4, and 1, respectively. The catalytic glycine, G193, is predicted with rank 13. Y228 (Discern rank 10) is found in the S1 specificity pocket, but its functional role is unknown. The roles of Y228 and other residues (D194, C191, C42, C58, Q30, C220, S214, G197, H40 and G196) are described in Table S -2 in the Supplementary Materials. Right: Closeup of the active site.
Table S-2: Top 15 residues predicted by Discern on Bovine α-Chymotrypsin (PDB id:1acb, E.C. number: 3.4.121.1). The catalytic triad H57, D102 and S195, and the catalytic glycine G193, are marked with *. Residues with a proposed or known functional role are marked with † . Discern detects all three catalytic residues in these top 15. Refer to Section 2.1 for a detailed analysis of these predictions.
Rank Residue Score Role 1 S195 * 5.725 Catalysis (Perona and Craik, 1995; Carter and Wells, 1988; Stratton et al., 2001 ) 2 D194 
